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DISTRICT BONGAIGAON.                            
 
IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF CUM JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, BONGAIGAON 

G.R. Case No. 142/2011 under Sections 341/354 IPC 
 
AKBAR ALI, 
SON OF MD. HAZRAT ALI, 
RESIDENT OF NO.1 DHUPURI, PS: MANIKPUR,    
DISTRICT: BONGAIGAON, ASSAM     
      ……………..ACCUSED  
  -VERSUS-  
 
STATE OF ASSAM –  

           
       ……………..PROSECUTOR  

 
PRESENT: UTTAM CHETRI, MUNSIFF CUM JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, 
BONGAIGAON 

 
ADVOCATE FOR THE PROSECUTION:   APP, AK DEKA 
ADVOCATE FOR THE ACCUSED PERSON:  ADV. P. DAS 
OFFENCE EXPLAINED ON:    18.09.2012 
EVIDENCE RECORDED ON:    29.04.2015,04.08.2016, 
       15.09.2016,03.10.2016, 
       09.12.2016 
ARGUMENT HEARD ON:     14.03.2017 
JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON:    21.03.2017 

 
 
JUDGMENT 
 

1.  The prosecution case in a nutshell is that the informant Akkel 
Ali lodged an FIR with the Manikpur Police Station on 11.04.2011 stating 
inter alia that on 11.04.2011 at about 3PM in the evening when his 2 
(two) daughters Sukbhanu Begum and Ashbhanu Bibi were returning 
home after watching ‘Astami Mela’ organized near the railway bridge 
over Manah river from PWD road, accused person Akbar Ali hugged 
Sukhbhanu Biwi from behind, pressed her breasts and planted kisses on 
her cheeks. 

 
2.  On receipt of the FIR, the police registered Manikpur P.S. 
Case No.50/11 under Sections 341/354 IPC and conducted investigation 
into the matter.  On completion of the investigation, the police 
submitted charge-sheet against the accused person Akbar Ali under 
Sections 341/354 IPC. 
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3.  The accused person entered his appearance in response to 
the process issued.  Copies of the relevant documents were furnished to 
the accused person in accordance with Section 207 Criminal Procedure 
Code, 1973. Offences under Sections 341/354 IPC were, accordingly, 
read over and explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not 
guilty and claimed to be tried. 
 
4.  During trial, the prosecution examined 6 (six) witnesses and 
exhibited 3 (three) documentsafter which the prosecution evidence was 
closed.  The statement of the accused person was, accordingly, 
recorded in a separate sheet of paper as mandated by Section 313 
Criminal Procedure Code wherein the accused denied the entire 
allegation made against him.  Defence did not adduce any evidence. 
 
5.  Upon hearing both the parties and on perusal of the case 
record, the following points for determination have been formulated 
which is outlined below. 

 
i) Whether the accused person on 11th April, 2011 at 
about 3 PM in the evening wrongfully restrained Sukhbhanu 
Biwi, and thereby committed an offence punishable under 
Section341 IPC? 
 
ii)  Whether the accused person on the same day and 
time and in the same place assaulted or used criminal force 
on Sukhbhanu Biwi intending to outrage or knowing to be 
likely that he will thereby outrage her modesty, and thereby 
committed an offence punishable under Section 354 IPC? 

6.  I have heard the learned counsel on both sides and have 
gone through the evidence on recordwhich has been outlined below. 
 

EVIDENCE 
 

7.  PW1 in his examination in chief had stated that he is the 
informant in this case and he knows the accused person; that he is 
illiterate and, as such, can only put thump impression; that about 4 
(four) years back in the month of April when ‘Astami Mela’ was 
organised near rail bridge over Manah river, his 2 (two) daughters 
Ashbhanu and Sukbhanu had gone to see the same; that when his 2 
(two)daughters were returning back home and had reached near the 
house of accused Akbar Ali, the later caught hold of Sukhbhanu from 
behind and planted kisses on her cheeks; that the accused also put his 
hand on the chest of Sukhbhanu and took away her ‘chunni’; that the 
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aforesaid incident was told to him by his wife and, accordingly, he 
informed the same to the Police Station. 
 
8.  PW1 in his cross-examination had stated that the incident 
took place 4 years back but he does not remember the date; that his 
son had married the sister of accused Akbar; that the sister of Akbar 
married his son after eloping away with him; that aforesaid incident took 
place after his son had married the sister of the accused; that after the 
aforesaid marriage, relationship between both the families had 
deteriorated; that at the time of the incident, he was present at the 
market place; that he heard about the incident after retuning back home 
from the market place; that about 15 to 20 thousand people accumulate 
during the ‘Astami Mela’; that the road where the incident took place is 
the main road which leads to ‘Astami Mela’; that the gathering of crowd 
is highest during the evening; that he had clearly stated in his FIR that 
the accused person had put his hand on the chest of his daughter; that 
although the name of the person who had written the ‘ejahar’ has been 
mentioned in the ‘ejahar’ but he does not remember his name; that the 
police visited the place of occurrence after a day of the incident; that the 
police had not recovered the ‘chunni’ belonging to his daughter.  PW1 
had denied the suggestion that he had lodged the present case falsely 
to malign the accused as he had bad relationship with the family of the 
accused person.  PW1 further denied the suggestion that he had falsely 
deposed in the present case.   
 
9.  PW2 in his examination is chief had stated that the informant 
is his father and he knows the accused person who is standing at the 
dock; that the incident took place on 11.04.2011 at Dhupuri; that on the 
day of the incident when his sister Sukhbhanu Bibi had gone to see the 
‘Astami Puja’, the accused tried to forcibly take her to his room; that the 
accused person also tore her clothes and bite her cheeks; that his sister 
informed him about the aforesaid incident and, accordingly, they went 
to the police-station and his father lodged an ‘ejahar’ against the 
accused person.    

 

10. PW2 in his cross-examination had stated that he had married 
the younger sister of the accused person; that the sister of the accused 
person had come to his house on her own; that he had not seen the 
incident himself; that there are 2(two) roads leading to his house from 
the ‘Mela’; that one of the road is shorter than the other one; that his 
sister came through the road which is longer of the two; that although 
auto-ricksha plies through the aforesaid road but his sister came on her 
foot.  PW2 had denied the suggestion that he had deposed falsely.   
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11. PW3 in her examination in chief had stated that the informant 
is her father and she knows the accused person who is standing at the 
dock; that the incident took place in the year 2011; that on the day of 
the incident at about 5 PM in the evening when she and her sister 
Ashbhanu were coming back home after watching the ‘Astami Puja’ near 
Manah bridge, accused person caught hold of her and planted kisses on 
her cheeks and pressed her breasts; that on returning back home she 
told about the aforesaid incident to her family members.  
 
12. PW3 had stated in her cross-examination that her brother had 
married the younger sister of the accused person; that the younger 
sister of the accused person had married her brother after eloping with 
him; that it was dark when the incident took place; that the place of 
occurrence is situated at about 1 kilometer from the ‘Mela’; that she and 
her sister had come alone from the ‘Mela’; that the road through which 
she was returning back home was dark; that they were returning back 
home by foot although auto-ricksha plies over the road through which 
they were returning back; that due to darkness the faces of persons 
were not visible at the time of occurrence.  PW3 had denied the 
suggestion that she had deposed falsely.  

 

13. PW4 in her examination in chief had stated that she knows 
both the informant and the accused person; that the incident took place 
in the year 2011; that on the day of the incident when she along with 
her sister Sukbhanu Bibi were returning back home after watching the 
‘mela’, accused caught hold of her sister Sukbhanu Bibi from behind and 
planted kisses on her cheeks near his house situated at Mazpara. 

14. PW4 in her cross-examination had stated that she does not 
remember the date of the incident; that they went to the Mela at about 
3 PM in the evening; that they went to the Mela in an auto-ricksha; that 
they came back alone from the ‘Mela’; that there are 2 (two) roads 
leading to their house from the Mela; that they were returning back 
homefrom the place of occurrence on foot; that it was dark when the 
incident took place.  PW4 had denied the suggestion that they had 
falsely lodged the present case against the accused person as the sister 
of the accused had eloped with her brother.  PW4 had further stated in 
her cross-examination that they returned back home from the place of 
occurrence after the incident on foot.  PW4 had denied the suggestion 
that she had falsely deposed in the present case.   

15. PW5 in his examination in chief had stated that he knows 
both the informant and the accused person; that he does not know 
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anything about the incident.  PW5 in his cross-examination had stated 
that he had not seen the incident himself. 

16. PW6 in his examination in chief had stated that he is the 
Investigating Officer in the present case; that on 12.04.2011 at about 
11:45 AM Akkel Ali lodged an ‘ejahar’ before the Manikpur Poice-Station; 
that the aforesaid ‘ejahar’ was registered by the then O/C Fazlul Hoque 
u/ss. 341/354 IPC as Manikpur P.S. Case No. 50/11; that the then O/C 
after registering the same, endorsed him to investigate the present 
case; that on 12.04.2011 at about 9:25 AM, he went to the place of 
occurrence, prepared this sketch-map of the same, recorded the 
statement of the witnesses, arrested the accused Abkar Ali on 
22.04.2011 and enlarged him on bail; that he sent the victim Sukbhanu 
Begum for medical on 11.04.2011 and collected the medical report on 
18.04.2011 and on completion of the preliminary investigation submitted 
the case record to the then O/C, Manikpur on 22.04.2011.  PW6 had 
further stated in his examination in chief that on 30.04.2011 the then 
O/C, Manikpur Police Station, Fazlul Hoque submitted the charge-sheet 
in the present case.  Exhibit 1 is the bail-bond and Exhibit 1 (1) is his 
signature.  Exhibit 2 is the ‘ejahar’ and Exhibit 2 (1) is his signature of 
the O/C Manikpur, Fazlul Hoque.  Exhibit 3 is the charge-sheet and 
Exhibit 3 (1) is his signature of Fazlul Hoque.  

17. PW6 in his cross-examination had stated that the then O/C 
Manikpur had endorsed him to investigate the present case on 
12.04.2011; that on 11.04.2011 he was not present at the Manikpur 
Police-Station; that he had sent Sukbhanu Begum for medical on 
12.04.2011; that he went to the place of occurrence on 12.04.2011 at 
about 9:25 AM in the morning and recorded the statement of the 
witnesses therein; that he had met the informant and the victim at the 
place of occurrence; that he had not recorded the statement of Anser Ali 
although he resides near the place of occurrence.  PW6 had denied the 
suggestion that he had not gone to the place of occurrence.  PW6 had 
also denied the suggestion that there is a distance of about 3 kilometer 
between the house of the victim and the place of occurrence.  PW6 had 
also denied the suggestion that he had investigated the case from the 
Police-Station. 

 APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE  
 
18. The informant Akkel Ali had alleged in his FIR dated 
11.04.2011 that on 11.04.2011 at about 3 PM in the evening when his 2 
(two) daughters Sukbhanu Begum and Ashbhanu Bibi were returning 
home after watching ‘Astami Mela’ organized near the railway bridge 
over Manah river from PWD road, accused person Akbar Ali hugged 
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Sukhbhanu Biwi from behind, pressed her breasts and planted kisses on 
her cheeks.  
 
19. I shall begin by assessing the evidence on record with 
reference to the alleged assault or use of criminal force on the body of 
the victim by the accused intending to outrage or knowing it to be likely 
that he will thereby outrage her modesty. 
 
20. Section 354 IPC provides that „whoever assaults or uses 
criminal force to any women, intending to outrage or knowing 
it to be likely that he will thereby outrage her modesty, shall be 
punished with imprisonment of either description for a term 
which shall not be less than one year but which may extend to 
five years, and shall also be liable to fine‟(after the amendment 
made in Section 354 IPC on 03.02.2013) and Section 354 IPC is 
punishable with imprisonment of either description for a term 
which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both(before 
the amendment made in Section 354 IPC on 03.02.2013).    
 
21. The prosecution had brought forward 5 (five) witnesses apart 
from the Investigating Officer to prove its case. PW5 is ignorant about 
the incident and PW1 andPW2 had derived information about the 
incident from the mother of the victim and the victim respectively and 
this part of their evidence can be excluded as hearsay.  
 
22. PW3 who is the victim had stated in her examination in chief 
that „on the day of the incident at about 5 PM in the evening 
when she and her sister Ashbhanu were returning back home 
after watching the „Astami Puja‟ near Manah bridge, accused 
person caught hold of her and planted kisses on her cheeks and 
pressed her breasts. PW3 had further stated in her examination 
in chief that on returning back home she told about the 
aforesaid incident to her family members‟thus corroborating the 
informant in respect of assault and use of criminal force on her body by 
the accused person consequently outraging her modesty. Although cross 
examined her deposition in respect of the assault and use of criminal 
force on her body by the accused person and consequent outrage of her 
modesty could not be demolished by the prosecution and the same has 
remained intact.  
 
23. PW4 had stated in her examination in chief that „on the day 
of the incident when she along with her sister Sukbhanu Bibi 
were returning back home after watching the „mela‟, accused 
caught hold of her sister Sukbhanu Bibi from behind and 
planted kisses on her cheeks near his house situated at 
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Mazpara‟ thus corroborating the informant and the victim in respect of 
the assault and use of criminal force on the body by the victim by the 
accused personand consequent outrage of the modesty of the victim. 
Although cross examined her evidence in respect of assault and use of 
criminal force on the body of the victim by the accused person and 
consequent outrage of the modesty of the victim could not be 
demolished by the prosecution and the same has remained intact.  

 
 
24. The learned defence counsel during the course of the 
argument had contended that the accused deserves benefit of doubt as 
PW4 who is the only eyewitness in the present case isthe sister of the 
victim and a related witness and conviction cannot be based on the 
testimony of the related witness unless corroborated by an independent 
witness. The learned defence counsel had further contended that the 
incident took place on the main road leading to Astami Mela where 10 
to 15 thousand people usually accumulate during the Astami Mela and 
non-corroboration of the allegations of the informant by any 
independent witness creates doubt on the prosecution story and the 
accused deserves benefit of doubt on that count. The learned defence 
counsel had also contended that the admission of the victim„that due 
to darkness the faces of persons were not visible at the time of 
occurrence‟ makes her evidence doubtful and the accused deserves 
benefit of doubt on that count also.  
 
25. Per Contra relying on Namdeo v State of Maharastra, 
2007 Cr LJ 1819, the learned APP had contended that relation of the 
witness with the victim does not ipso facto makes his or her evidence 
doubtful. If on scrutiny, the evidence of the related witness is found to 
be intrinsically reliable, inherently probable and wholly trustworthy, 
conviction can be based on the sole testimony of such witness. Close 
relation of the witness with the victim is no ground to reject her 
evidence and on the contrary, close relative of the victim would 
normally be more reluctant to spare the real culprit and falsely implicate 
an innocent one. 
 
26. Citing Section 8 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, the learned 
APP had also contended that the victim shortly after the incident made 
a complaint relating to the crime to her mother and brother respectively 
and the aforesaid fact has been duly proved by PW1 and PW2 which 
lends credibility to the testimony of the victim relating to the alleged 
assault on her body by the accused person and consequent outrage of 
her modesty. 
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27. It is well settled that the Court can place reliance on a 
solitary witness provided the same inspires confidence.  If evidence of a 
single witness is clear, cogent and consistent and there is no other 
infirmity, there is absolutely no impediment in placing reliance on such 
evidence and the Court need not seek for corroboration. 
 
28.  In Sunil Kumar V. State of Govt of NCT of Delhi (2003 
(11) SCC 367) the Hon’ble Apex Court has held that „as a general 
rule the court can and may act on the testimony of a single 
witness provided he is wholly reliable. There is no legal 
impediment in convicting a person on the sole testimony of a 
single witness. That is the logic of Section 134 of the Indian 
Evidence Act, 1872 (in short “the Evidence Act”). But, if there 
are doubts about the testimony the courts will insist on 
corroboration. It is for the court to act upon the testimony of 
witnesses. It is not the number, the quantity, but the quality 
that is material. The time honoured principle is that evidence 
has to be weighed and not counted. On this principle stands 
the edifice of Section 134 of the Evidence Act. The test is 
whether the evidence has a ring of truth, is cogent, credible 
and trustworthy, or otherwise‟. 
 
29. In the present case, both the victim and PW4 had clearly 
corroborated the allegation set forth in the FIR in respect of the use of 
criminal force on the body of the victim by the accused person with 
intend to outrage the modesty of the victim and their veracity could not 
be demolished or impeached by the defence during their cross 
examination. Although PW4 is the sister of the victim and a related 
witness, her evidence being direct, intrinsically reliable, inherently 
probable and wholly trustworthy, I am of the considered view that 
conviction can be made on the basis of her evidence although no 
independent witnesses have been examined in the present case. 
Furthur the complaint made bythe victim to her mother and brother in 
respect of the crime shortly after the incident and which has been duly 
proved by PW1 and PW2 lends credibility to the testimony of the victim 
relating to the alleged assault and use of criminal force on her by the 
accused person outraging her modesty. 
 
30. Coming to the plea of non-recognition of the accused by the 
victim due to darkness, it appears that although the victim (PW3) and 
PW4 have admitted that due to darkness faces were not visible but it 
does not ipso facto leads to the conclusion that PW3 and PW4 did not 
recognize the accused particularlywhen the accused was well known to 
the victim and PW4 being the brother of the sister-in-law of the victim 
and PW4 respectively.  Furthur neither the victim and PW4 had 
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admitted that they have not recognized the victim nor there is any 
suggestion on the part of the defence in this respect so as to disbelieve 
the evidence of PW3 and PW4 or to make their evidence doubtful.  
 
31. Thus on consideration of the entire evidence on record, it can 
be clearly discerned that the accused person Akbar Ali used criminal 
force on the body of the victim Sukhbhanu Biwi by hugging her from 
behind, pressing her breasts and planting kisses on her cheeks thus 
outraging her modesty which is an offence under Section 354 IPC. 
 
32.  Moving on to the allegation of voluntary obstruction of the 
victim by the accused preventing the former from proceeding in any 
direction in which the victim had right to proceed, there are no 
materials on record to prove the same and to sustain the conviction of 
the accused under Section 341 IPC. The prosecution thus having failed 
to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the accused person Akbar Ali 
committed offence under Section 341 IPC, the accused person Akbar Ali 
is acquitted of the charges under Section 341 IPC. 
 
33. The prosecution, however, having succeeded in proving that 
the accused Akbar Ali had committed offence punishable under Section 
354 IPC, accused Akbar Ali is, hereby, held guilty for the offence under 
Section 354 IPC and convicted for the same.  
 
34. I have heard both sides on the quantum of sentence. The 
learned APP had submitted that since the offence has been proved 
against the accused person, appropriate sentence should be imposed on 
the accused person considering the facts and circumstances of the case. 
The learned defence counsel, however, argued that the accused person 
has no criminal antecedents, so he may be shown a bit of leniency and 
be let off by imposing a fine of reasonable amount. I have pondered 
over the rival submissions of both the parties.  
 
35. I have also considered as to whether the accused person 
could be released on probation of good conduct. Although there is no 
record of previous conviction against the accused person,I refrain from 
giving him any benefit under the Probation of Offenders Act, 1958 in 
view of the observations made by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in the 
case of Ajahar Ali vs State of West Bengal 2013 (12) SCALE 410 
and State of Rajasthan v. Sri Chand (Criminal Appeal No. 561 of 
2009) wherein the Hon’ble Supreme Court had held that the benefit of 
the Probation of Offenders Act should not be extended to persons 
convicted of crimes against women.  
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36. However, considering the nature of the offence (Section 
354 IPC is punishable with imprisonment of either description 
for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with 
both-------In the present case offence was committed before 
03.02.2013i.e., before the amendment made in Section 354 
IPC)and also considering the fact that no previous conviction is proved 
against the accused person Akbar Ali and having regard to the 
circumstances of the case including the nature of the offence and the 
character of the offender, I am of the considered opinion that 
imprisonment of the accused Akbar Ali for a term of 1 (one) year and a 
fine of Rs 2,000/- (Rupees two thousand) only will meet the ends of 
justice. 
 

ORDER 
 

In view of the discussion made above and the decisions reached in the 
foregoing points for determination, it is held that the prosecution has 
proved beyond reasonable doubt that the accused person namely Akbar 
Ali had committed offence punishable under Section 354 IPC and, as 
such, accused Akbar Ali is, hereby, held guilty for the offence under 
Section 354 IPC and convicted for the same. The prosecution, however, 
having failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the accused 
person Akbar Ali committed offence under Section 341 IPC, the accused 
person Akbar Ali is acquitted of the charges under Section 341 IPC. 
 
Considering the nature of the offence (Section 354 IPC is punishable 
with imprisonment of either description for a term which may 
extend to two years, or with fine, or with both------- In the 
present case offence was committed before 03.02.2013 i.e., 
before the amendment made in Section 354 IPC)and also 
considering the fact that no previous conviction is proved against the 
accused person Akbar Ali and having regard to the circumstances of the 
case including the nature of the offence and the character of the 
offender, I am of the considered opinion that it would suffice if the 
accused is sentenced to imprisonment for a term of 1 (one) year and to 
pay a fine of Rs 2,000/- (Rupees two thousand) only under Section 354 
IPC in default of fine S.I. for 15 days only. 
 
Accordingly, the accused person Akbar Ali is sentenced to imprisonment 
for a term of 1 (one) year and to pay a fine of Rs 2,000/- (Rupees two 
thousand) only under Section 354 IPC in default of fine S.I. for 15 days 
only.The fine amount if realized shall be paid to the victim as 
compensation under Section 357 Criminal Procedure Code, 1973.  Case 
is disposed of on contest. A free copy of the judgment be furnished to 
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the accused person immediately. Given under my hand and seal of this 
Court on this 21st day of March, 2017 at Bongaigaon.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Uttam Chetri) 
Munsiff cum Judicial 
Magistrate First Class, 
Bongaigaon  
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APPENDIX 
 
 
PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:  
 
Exhibit 1:  Bail Bond dated 22.04.2014 
Exhibit 2:  Ejahar dated 11.04.2011 
Exhibit 3:  Chargesheet dated 30.04.2011 
 
 
DEFENCE EXHIBITS: NONE  
 
 
PROSECUTION WITNESS:  
 
PW1-   Akkel Ali 
PW2-   Amar Ali 
PW3-  Sukhbhanu Biwi 
PW4-  Ashbhanu Biwi 
PW5-  Rahmat Ali 
PW6-  Swapan Kr. Roy 
 
 
DEFENCE WITNESS: NONE  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Uttam Chetri) 
Munsiff cum Judicial 
Magistrate First Class, 
Bongaigaon  

 
 


